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Plaintiffs, former shareholders of a corporation that completed a merger and

a patent sale in April 2011, allege that director Defendants acted in bad faith by

treating bidders differently for reasons other than pursuit of the best interests of the

corporation and its stockholders. Defendants have moved for summary judgment

on the bad faith claims, contending that there is no genuine issue of material fact

regarding the reasonableness of their sales process or their motives. For the

_RN`\[` aUNa S\YY\d( 8RSR[QN[a`m Z\aV\[ S\_ `bZZN_f WbQTZR[a V` T_N[aRQ)

I. BACKGROUND1

A. The Parties

Plaintiffs Oklahoma Firefighters Pension and Retirement System, Louisiana

Bb[VPV]NY E\YVPR 9Z]Y\fRR`m FRaV_RZR[a Gf`aRZ( D]R_NaV[T 9[TV[RR_`

Construction Industry and Miscellaneous Pension Fund, and Robert Norman

%P\YYRPaVcRYf( aUR jEYNV[aVSS`k&( S\_ZR_ `UN_RU\YQR_` \S C\cRYY( >[P) %jC\cRYYk),

brought this class action against aUR ZRZOR_` \S C\cRYYm` board of directors

(collectively, aUR j6\N_Qk \_ aUR j8RSR[QN[a`k& involved in the transaction at issue

1 The Court reviewed the basic facts in an earlier memorandum opinion. See In re
/@F7==$ ,?5% 1I;@=67B -<D<9%, 2013 WL 322560 (Del. Ch. Jan. 3, 2013). This section
focuses on the transaction process and includes facts that have come to light during
discovery.
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V[ aUV` YVaVTNaV\[ %aUR jBR_TR_k&.2 The Complaint challenged the independence of

two of the nine directors, Ronald W. Hovsepian %j=\c`R]VN[k& and Gary G.

Greenfield %j<_RR[SVRYQk&.3 =\c`R]VN[ dN` C\cRYYm` E_R`VQR[a N[Q 7UVRS

Executive Officer from 2006 until the Merger closed.4 Greenfield had ties to key,

indirect investors in Attachmate Corporation %j5aaNPUZNaRk&( aUR NP^bV_\_.5 On the

motion to dismiss, the Court dismissed allegations related to Hovsepian6 but left

open the possibility that the Board had acted in bad faith by allowing Greenfield

ja\ V[SYbR[PR VZ]R_ZV``VOYf aUR L`NYR`M ]_\PR``)k
7

2
GRP\[Q 5Z) JR_VSVRQ 7\[`\YVQNaRQ 7YN`` 5PaV\[ 7\Z]YNV[a %aUR j7\Z]YNV[ak \_

jCompl.k& gg 15-18. The Defendants are Albert Aiello, Jr., Fred Corrado,
Richard L. Crandall, Gary G. Greenfield, Judith Hamilton, Ronald W. Hovsepian,
Patrick S. Jones, Richard L. Nolan, and John W. Poduska, Sr. Compl. ¶¶ 21-29.
HUV` 7\b_a QV`ZV``RQ EYNV[aVSS`m PYNVZ` NTNV[`a Attachmate Corporation and Elliott
Associates LP (and its affiliates and associates) in an earlier proceeding. See In re
Novell, 2013 WL 322560, at *17-18.
3 In re Novell, 2013 WL 322560, at *11.
4 Compl. ¶ 26.
5 Specifically, Greenfield was or had been an officer and director of a company
owned by Francisco Partners and Golden Gate Capital, a passive investor in private
equity funds managed by Francisco Partners, and an Operating Partner of
Francisco Partners Management, LLC. Aff. of Gary G. Greenfield in Supp. of
Novell 8RS`)m B\a) S\_ GbZZ) ?) %j<_RR[SVRYQ 5SS)k& gg .-6.
6 See In re Novell, 2013 WL 322560, at *11-+, %jEYNV[aVSS` Q\ [\a NYYRTR aUNa

Hovsepian exerted any undue influence over any of the seven other independent
and disinterested members of the Board . . . . Further, the possibility of receiving
change-in-control benefits pursuant to pre-existing employment agreements does
[\a P_RNaR N QV`^bNYVSfV[T V[aR_R`a N` N ZNaaR_ \S YNd)k&)
7 See id. at *10-++ %jER_UN]` aUR_R V` [\ O_RNPU \S SVQbPVary duty here, but it is
l_RN`\[NOYf P\[PRVcNOYRm ON`RQ \[ aUR ]YRNQV[T`) HUR`R `]RPVSVP NYYRTNaV\[` PN[[\a

_RNQVYf OR `R]N_NaRQ S_\Z \aUR_ PYNVZ` \S SNc\_NOYR a_RNaZR[a \S 5aaNPUZNaR)k&)
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Before the Merger, Novell was a DelNdN_R P\_]\_NaV\[ aUNa jQRcRY\]LRQM,

[sold] and install[ed] enterprise-quality software that [was] positioned in the

operating systems and infrastructure software layers of the information technology

V[Qb`a_f)k
8 Plaintiffs held Novell stock until Novell became a wholly owned

subsidiary of Attachmate through the Merger.9 Attachmate, during the acquisition

process, was N KN`UV[Ta\[ P\_]\_NaV\[ aUNa jR[NOYR[d] IT organizations to extend

ZV``V\[ P_VaVPNY `R_cVPR`)k
10

5aaNPUZNaRm` j]_V[PV]NY `a\PXU\YQR_`k were

V[cR`aZR[a Sb[Q` NSSVYVNaRQ dVaU ;_N[PV`P\ EN_a[R_`( AE %j;_N[PV`P\ EN_a[R_`k&(

<\YQR[ <NaR E_VcNaR 9^bVaf( >[P) %j<\YQR[ <NaRk&( N[Q HU\ZN 6_Nc\( AA7.11

B. Solicitation and Early Bids

In late 2009, Symphony HRPU[\Y\Tf <_\b] %jGfZ]U\[fk& became

interested in acquiring Novell.12 Symphony spoke with C\cRYYm` former

employees, customers, and partners, as well as a key shareholder,13 and the head of

8 Aff. of Cliff C. Gardner in Supp. of Novell 8RS`)m B\a) S\_ GbZZ) ?) %j<N_Q[R_

5SS)k& 9e) + %jE_\efk&( Na ,)
9 Compl. ¶¶ 15-18.
10 Proxy 2.
11 Proxy 2. ;\_ P\[cR[VR[PR( aUR 7\b_a b`R` j5aaNPUZNaRk a\ _RSR_ a\ O\aU

Attachmate Corporation and its supporting entities (Francisco Partners and Golden
Gate), that vied for Novell.
12

5]]) V[ Gb]]) \S EY`)m BRZ) of Law V[ D]]m[ a\ C\cRYY 8RS`)m B\a) S\_

Summ. ?) %jEY`)m 5]])k& 9e) + %j6NYN 8R])k&( Na -.) BN_P 6NYN dN` V[c\YcRQ V[ aUR

deal process on behalf of Symphony. At the time of his September 2013
deposition, he was a managV[T QV_RPa\_ \[ GfZ]U\[fm` V[cR`aZR[a aRNZ) Id. at
14-15.
13 Id. at 35-37.
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GfZ]U\[fm` V[cR`aZR[a aRNZ( 6VYY 7UV`U\YZ %j7UV`U\YZk&, asked Greenfield to

introduce him to Hovsepian in February 2010.14 Chisholm attempted to set up a

meeting with Hovsepian, during which he planned to express GfZ]U\[fm` interest

in Novell.15 However, on March 2, 2010, Novell received an unsolicited proposal

from 9YYV\aa 5``\PVNaR` AE N[Q N``\PVNaRQ ]N_aVR` %P\YYRPaVcRYf( j9YYV\aak& a\ NP^uire

Novell for $5.75 per share in cash.16 Elliott, a private investment fund, had

acquired a 7.1% stake V[ C\cRYYm` P\ZZ\[ `a\PX N[Q N[ NQQVaV\[NY +).$ stake

through derivative agreements by that time. In a March 20 press release, issued

after consultation with J.P. Morgan, its financial advisor, and outside special

counsel, the Board rejected the proposal as inadequate.17 The press release also

announced that Novell was exploring strategic alternatives to enhance stockholder

value. Yet while Symphony had met with J.P. Morgan on March 18 and expressed

interest in acquiring Novell,18 it was only contacted as a potential bidder on

14 Id. at 40-41.
15 See EY`)m 5]]) 9e) 1 %RZNVY P\__R`]\[QR[PR _RTN_QV[T `PURQbYV[T&)
16 Proxy 30.
17 Proxy 30-31.
18 See Bala Dep. 64-0/4 EY`)m 5]]) 9e) 2)
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March 24.19 From March to August, J.P. Morgan contacted approximately fifty-

two potential buyers, both strategic and financial, for Novell.20

Novell began to send out draft non-QV`PY\`b_R NT_RRZR[a` %jC85k& aU_\bTU

J.P. Morgan in late March.21 Attachmate received a draft NDA on March 30,22 and

Symphony received a draft NDA on April 13.23 As of an April 2010 update from

J.P. Morgan to the Board, Symphony was the only bidder not to have received a

draft NDA.24 Around May 3, before Symphony had executed its NDA, the Board

added provisions requiring Symphony to disclose communications with former

Novell employees and restricting future communication.25 The Board required

19 See Aff. of Cliff C. Gardner in Supp. of Novell 8RS`)m FR]Yf 6_) in Further Supp.
of their Mot. for Summ. J. %jFR]Yf <N_Q[R_ 5SS)k& 9e) ,1, at
JPM_NOVL_0104889; see also EY`)m 5]]) 9e) +,( Na GH<***,./ %j5Z > TRaaV[T N

call h heard you guys were calling around. HUN[X`)k&)
20 Proxy 31.
21 Proxy 31.
22 See EY`)m 5]]) 9e) +.)
23 See id. Ex. 19.
24 See id. Ex. 16. Symphony made multiple requests for an NDA, see id. Ex. 17
(April 2 email); Ex. 18 (April 8 emails), and speculates that it received one only
NSaR_ j9YYV\aa UNQ N QV`Pb``V\[ dVaU RVaUR_ aUR O\N_Q \_ aUR ON[XR_` NO\ba

LGfZ]U\[fm`M P_RQVOVYVaf N` N ObfR_)k 6NYN 8R]) 20)
25 See Bala Dep. 108-++ %QV`Pb``V[T aUR ]_\cV`V\[` N[Q 7UV`U\YZm` RZNVY

complaining NO\ba aUR ]_\cV`V\[`&4 EY`)m 5]]) 9e) ,/ %BNf +* letter agreement).
Plaintiffs also complain that the Board required disclosure of potential equity
sources, prohibited communication with those sources without prior consent, see
Bala Dep. 78-81, 114, 130-31, and restricted partnership with others. See id. 116-
17, 122-24.
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such commitment through the NDA jS_\Z aUNa QNf \[k QbR a\ P\[PR_[` NO\ba

disclosure of confidential V[S\_ZNaV\[ Of jb[S_VR[QYfk ]N_aVR`( j]N_aVPbYN_Yf Re-

ReRPbaVcR`)k
26 On April 20, J.P. Morgan began sending NDA signatories a

confidential information supplement and a process letter asking for preliminary

proposals by May 19.27

Early in the sales process, the Board decided that its best chance at closing a

favorable deal was through a sale of the entire company to a strategic buyer.28

Accordingly, the Board refused SympU\[fm` _R^bR`a to partner with at least one

strategic bidder due to concerns about limiting competition.29 On the other hand,

the Board allowed other financial bidders to partner with j]_VZN_fk strategic

bidders30 and allowed Attachmate to partner with Francisco Partners and Golden

Gate.31 While aUR 6\N_Q _RWRPaRQ GfZ]U\[fm` _R^bR`a a\ work with Elliott,32 the

26 Reply Gardner Aff. Ex. 18 %j7_N[QNYY 8R])k&( Na 3.-95.
27 Proxy 32.
28 Aff. of Richard L. Crandall in Supp. of Novell 8RS`)m B\a) S\_ GbZZ) ?)

%j7_N[QNYY 5SS)k& gg +/-16.
29 Id. ¶ 15. The Board was concerned that Symphony wanted to partner with
multiple bidders and later negotiate a separate sale of part of Novell. Id.
30 The financial buyers that were allowed to partner joined forces with at least one
`a_NaRTVP ObfR_ VQR[aVSVRQ N` N j]_VZN_f ObfR_)k See EY`)m 5]]. Ex. 24, at 2.
Nonetheless, there is evidence to suggest that Francisco Partners and Golden Gate
used Attachmate as a bidding vehicle. See FR]Yf <N_Q[R_ 5SS) 9e) ,3 %j<\Y\O

8R])k&( Na /--56.
31 Proxy 32.
32 See EY`)m 5]]) 9e) ,0, at STG001980 %jLHMUR YNdfR_` XRR] P_\``V[T \ba L9MYYV\aa

N` `\ZR\[R dR PN[ `]RNX dVaU ) ) ) )k&)
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Board later allowed Attachmate to discuss financing with Elliott.33 Elliott did not

execute an NDA until shortly after Attachmate asked to communicate with

Elliott.34

As the potential buyers prepared their bids, a number encountered delays in

C\cRYYm` _R`]\[`R` a\ aURV_ QbR QVYVTR[PR _R^bR`a`)
35 Nonetheless, the initial

proposals ranged from $5.50 to $7.50 per share, with Attachmate offering between

$6.50 and $7.25 per share.36 On August 11, the Board asked Attachmate and

Symphony to `bOZVa aURV_ jOR`a N[Q SV[NY \SSR_k by August 16 for (i) all of Novell

%jKU\YR7\k& N[Q %VV& Novell excluding its open platform solutions business

(jDEG(k N[Q jKU\YR7\k dVaU\ba DEG( jFRZNV[7\k&)
37 Attachmate offered $5.10

per share for WholeCo and $4.50 per share for RemainCo;38 Symphony offered

$4.56 per share for RemainCo only.39

33 See Proxy 34.
34 See Proxy 34.
35 See, e.g.( <\Y\O 8R]) +,3 %jLHUR `RYYR_`M dR_R [\a N]]YfV[T aUR `NZR YRcRY \S

urgency to their own diligence requests h _R`]\[`R` a\ \b_ QVYVTR[PR _R^bR`a`)k&)

At the time of his November 2013 deposition, David Golob was a partner in
Francisco Partners. Id. at 20-21.
36 Proxy 32.
37 Gardner Aff. Ex. 2, at 1 (letter to Symphony); Ex. 3, at 1 (letter to Attachmate).
38 Id. Ex. 4, at JPM_NOVL_0118840-41.
39 Id. Ex. 5, at 1.
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C. The Bid for OPS and 'DD45;>4D7IC Initial Exclusivity Period

On August 20, Party B proposed to arrange a consortium to purchase OPS

and to purchase certain patents and patent applications %aUR jGRYRPa ENaR[a`k& itself

for a total price between $525 and $575 million.40 The Board discussed the

development at an August 24 meeting and, after hearing from legal and financial

counsel, decided to consider a sale of OPS to one bidder and RemainCo to another

bidder.41 In the next round of bidding, Attachmate bid $5.10 per share for

WholeCo and $4.80 per share for RemainCo, and Symphony bid $4.86 per share

for RemainCo only.42 Then, on August 31, the Board asked Symphony and

Attachmate to confirm or revise, by September 1, their bids for RemainCo,

excluding the Select Patents.43 Attachmate promptly confirmed its $4.80 bid, and

Symphony did not.44 After Board meetings on September 2 and 3, both with J.P.

40 Proxy 35. 5YaR_[NaVcRYf( Va ]_\]\`RQ a\ NP^bV_R N PR_aNV[ ]R_PR[aNTR \S C\cRYYm`

outstanding common stock.
41 Proxy 35-36.
42 Crandall Aff. ¶ 20.
43

E_\ef -0) HUR E_\ef _RSR_` a\ GfZ]U\[f N` jEN_af 7)k
44

E_\ef -1) HUR ]N_aVR` QV`NT_RR \cR_ dURaUR_ GfZ]U\[f jdVaUQ_Rdk Na aUNa

point. Defendants emphasize that Symphony failed to confirm or revise its bid,
N[Q 6\N_Q ZRRaV[T [\aR` _RSR_ a\ GfZ]U\[fm` dVthdrawal. See Crandall Aff.
Ex. @( Na - %jB_) ARaa ]_\cVQRQ N[ b]QNaR _egarding discussions between
JP B\_TN[ N[Q EN_a[R_ G( V[ _RYNaV\[ a\ EN_a[R_ Gm` _RPR[a dVaUQ_NdNY S_\Z aUR

]_\PR``( _R]\_aV[T \[ EN_a[R_ Gm` . . . suggestion that it might be interested in re-
engaging at a lower valuation ) ) ) )k&) EYNV[aVSS` ]\V[a a\ N GR]aRZOR_ + RZNVY S_\Z

GfZ]U\[fm` S\b[QR_ N`XV[T S\_ Z\_R aVZR( id. 9e) > %j=\]RSbYYf f\b_ 6D8

recognizes the complexity of the task at hand and will agree to our request for an
extensV\[ aVYY a\Z\__\d RcR[V[T)k&( N[Q N GR]aRZOR_ - RZNVY NO\ba NZR[QV[T
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Morgan representatives present, Novell entered into an exclusivity agreement with

Attachmate, running to September 27, for the sale of RemainCo.45

D. The Microsoft Offer and Renewed Exclusivity

In mid-October, Party B decided to terminate negotiations for OPS and the

Select Patents,46 and Novell began to search for other bidders.47 In the meantime,

aUR 6\N_Q N`XRQ <_RR[SVRYQ a\ V[^bV_R NO\ba 5aaNPUZNaRm` dVYYV[T[R`` a\ NP^bV_R

WholeCo.48 Greenfield reportedly jV[QVPNaRQ [to Attachmate] that 5.10 would be

very difficult, that 5.25 might get it done, and that he thought 5.50 would get it

done in his view,k49 and Attachmate offered $5.25 per share for WholeCo on

October 28.50 Greenfield made multiple attempts to encourage Attachmate,

allegedly PbYZV[NaV[T V[ aUV` jaV])k
51 Furthermore, Novell continued to renew its

GfZ]U\[fm` C85( EY`)m 5]]) 9e) -0( NY\[T dVaU \aUR_ RcVQR[PR \S P\[aV[bRQ

engagement. Either way, the Board did not receive another proposal from
Symphony until October 28. Proxy 37.
45 Proxy 37.
46 Crandall Aff. ¶ 29.
47 Proxy 39.
48 Greenfield Aff. ¶ 15.
49

EY`)m 5]]) 9e) -2, at ATTACHMATE620552 %j<N_f <_RR[SVRYQ PNYY [\aR`k

email).
50 Proxy 40.
51 Plaintiffs specifically take issue with (1) communication over drinks about the
bidding process on April 28 and (2) communication about deal structure and bid
price on October 19. See EY`)m BRZ) of Law V[ D]]m[ a\ Novell 8RS`)m B\a) S\_

Summ. J. %jEY`)m D]]m[ BRZ)k& 18-20.
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exclusivity arrangement with Attachmate.52 Although Novell had not kept

Symphony similarly informed, Symphony made an unsolicited proposal to

purchase all of Novell for $5.75 per share on October 28.53 The next day,

Microsoft 7\_]\_NaV\[ %jBVP_\`\Sak& followed up on an earlier letter with a non-

binding letter of intent to purchase, with others, certain listed patents and

N]]YVPNaV\[` %aUR jAV`aRQ ENaR[a`k& for $450 million.54

When the Board met on October 29, it QV`Pb``RQ GfZ]U\[fm` proposal,

BVP_\`\Sam` proposal, N[Q 5aaNPUZNaRm` P\[aV[ued engagement.55 Notes from the

meeting indicate that after advice from J.P. Morgan and legal counsel:

The Board further discussed the possibility of considering a
transaction with Partner S, and observed that there is considerable
incremental execution and timing risk given the mature stage of a
transaction with Partner A relative to Partner S. Mr. Crandall shared
his conviction, based on prior conversations with principals of Partner
A, that if the Corporation were to inform Partner A that it is interested
in conducting discussions with a third party about a potential
acquisition, Partner A would be likely to withdraw from the process.
Mr. Crandall suggested that a favorable outcome would be to
determine the value that Partner A would be prepared to pay for the

52 Novell granted extensions of the original period on September 27 and October 8.
Proxy 38-39. Novell entered into a new exclusivity agreement with Attachmate on
October 15 and extended that agreement on October 25. Proxy 39-40.
53 Crandall Aff. ¶ 30 & Ex. L, at 1 (email from Symphony to Novell).
54 Id. ¶ 31 & Ex. M (non-binding letters of intent from Microsoft). On October 21,
Microsoft had submitted a non-binding letter of intent to license the Select Patents
or to license and acquire, with others, aU\`R ]NaR[a`) <N_Q[R_ 5SS) 9e) +*) jHUR

AV`aRQ ENaR[a` dR_R ON`RQ `bO`aN[aVNYYf \[ aUR GRYRPa ENaR[a`)k 7_N[QNYY 5SS) g -+)

The use of these two defined terms may be somewhat inconsistent, but that is not
consequential here.
55 Crandall Aff. ¶¶ 32-33.
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entire Corporation exclusive of the Select Patents prior to the time that
exclusivity expires . . . .56

After the meeting, Novell representatives proposed that Attachmate make a bid for

Novell presuming that Microsoft would purchase the Listed Patents.57 On

November 1, Attachmate submitted a revised bid of $6.10 per share in cash,

assuming Microsoftm` payment of at least $450 million.58 The Board met again to

discuss all of these developments. At the close of the meeting, the Board resolved

to authorize management to renew AttNPUZNaRm` RePYb`VcVaf NT_RRZR[a( set to

expire that day.59 The Board neither informed Symphony of the Microsoft offer

nor responded to GfZ]U\[fm` October 28 bid.60

E. Merger Consummation and Subsequent Litigation

Negotiations between the Board and Attachmate continued until

November 21, when the Board voted to approve the Merger agreement. The Board

announced on November 22 that Attachmate would acquire Novell for $6.10 per

share, a price approximately 28% higher than the closing price of C\cRYYm`

56 Id. 9e) C( Na /) 7\[PR_[` dVaU ]b_`bV[T GfZ]U\[fm` ]_\]\`NY V[PYbQRQ jaUR

level of uncertainty, financing contingencies, the likelihood of price re-negotiation
S\YY\dV[T QbR QVYVTR[PR( N[Q VZ]NPa \[ aVZV[T \S P\[`bZZNaV\[)k Id. at 4.
57 Crandall Aff. ¶ 34.
58

EY`)m 5]]) 9e) .0( Na CDJ ****,./3)
59

BV[baR` S_\Z aUR C\cRZOR_ + ZRRaV[T [\aR aUNa jLaMUR_R V` `bO`aN[aVNY _V`X aUNa

the Corporation could not be sold if the Corporation further narrows its
possibilities by taking a risk with PartnR_ G)k 7_N[QNYY 5SS) Ex. P, at 5.
60 Bala Dep. 171-72.
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common stock when the initial Elliott proposal was made.61 Over 99% of the

shares voting approved,62 and the Merger closed on April 27, 2011.63

The first complaints were filed in November 2010, and the Complaint was

filed on August 18, 2011. On the motion to dismiss, this Court dismissed the

Complaint, except for the portion alleging bad faith by the Board, intertwined with

allegations about <_RR[SVRYQm` specific involvement in the sales process.64

Defendants have now moved for summary judgment.

II. CONTENTIONS

Plaintiffsm `b_cVcV[T claims essentially allege that the Board acted in bad

faith by engaging in jN ]NaaR_[ \S . . . discrimi[NaV\[ \S GfZ]U\[fk V[ aUR BR_TR_

process.65 Plaintiffs specifically complain about (i) delayed notification of the

bidding process to Symphony despite its early expression of interest; (ii) C\cRYYm`

refusal to provide Symphony with a draft NDA for weeks after other bidders

received draft NDAs; (iii) restrictive provisions in Symph\[fm` C854 %Vc&

C\cRYYm` lack of cooperation with due diligence requests; (v) Symphonym` V[NOVYVaf

to partner with any strategic bidder or Elliott; (vi) aUR 6\N_Qm` NYYRTRQ QRPV`V\[ a\

not inform Symphony of Party Bm` proposal to acquire OPS and the Select Patents;

61 Proxy 44.
62 Crandall Aff. ¶ 7.
63 Id. ¶ 8. The sale of the intellectual property assets to Microsoft also closed on
April 27, 2011.
64 See In re Novell, 2013 WL 322560, at *11, *18.
65

EY`)m D]]m[ BRm. 30.
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(vVV& aUR 6\N_Qm` alleged rush to grant Attachmate exclusivity without giving

Symphony time to raise its bid; (viii) multiple extensions \S 5aaNPUZNaRm`

exclusivity periods; (ix) aUR 6\N_Qm` QRPV`V\[ a\ V[S\_Z \[Yf 5aaNPUZNaR \S

BVP_\`\Sam` proposal to buy certain intellectual property assets; (x) the lack of

response to GfZ]U\[fms October 28 offer; and (xi) GreenSVRYQm` QV`PY\`b_R \S

informationiparticularly regarding deal priceito Attachmate. Although

Plaintiffs take issue with numerous aspects \S aUR 6\N_Qm` P\[QbPa, the dispute is

limited to jaUR PYNVms of paragraph 158(a) of Count I of the Amended Complaint

related to the favoring of Attachmate over other bidders.k66

Defendants UNcR Z\cRQ S\_ `bZZN_f WbQTZR[a \[ EYNV[aVSS`m ONQ SNVaU

claims. They argue that Plaintiffs have not presented facts that permit an inference

that the Board acted with any improper motive and that, ultimately, the Board ran

an active sales process in which it made reasonable decisions in pursuit of the best

interests of the corporation and its shareholders. To the extent that the Board made

any mistakes, Defendants contend that there can be no liability for violations of the

66 In re Novell, 2013 WL 322560, at *18. This portion of the Complaint alleges
that the members of the Board breached their duties by jLc]onducting an improper
N[Q \]N^bR `NYR` ]_\PR``( dUVPU _R`bYaRQ V[ aUR >[QVcVQbNY 8RSR[QN[a`m SNVYb_R a\

maximize shareholder value with respect to the 5P^bV`VaV\[ N[Q ENaR[a GNYR)k

Compl. ¶ 158(a). Discovery, too, was limited to information relevant to this
surviving portion of the Complaint. HUR ]N_aVR`m N_TbZR[a` UNcR P\NYR`PRQ N_\b[Q

allegations of bad faith.
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duty of care (and therefore no issue for trial) because of the Section 102(b)(7)

]_\cV`V\[ V[ C\cRYYm` 7R_aVSVPNaR \S >[P\_]\_NaV\[)
67

III. ANALYSIS

A. The Summary Judgment Standard

Pursuant to Court of Chancery Rule 56(c), summary judgment is appropriate

jVS aUR ]YRNQV[T`( QR]\`VaV\[`( N[`dR_` a\ V[aR__\TNa\_VR` N[Q NQZV``V\[` on file,

together with the affidavits, . . . show that there is no genuine issue as to any

material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of

law.k68 TUR 7\b_a cVRd` aUR SNPa` jV[ aUR YVTUa Z\`a SNc\_NOYR a\ aUR [\[-moving

party,k and the moving party bears the burden of demonstrating that there is no

genuine issue of material fact.69 Once the moving party meets its initial

evidentiary burden, however, jthe nonmoving party must set forth specific facts

showing that there is a genuine issue for trialk to survive the motion for summary

judgment.70 Well-pleaded claims involving bad faith and state of mind raise issues

of fact.71

67 See In re Novell( ,*+- KA -,,/0*( Na '1 %jC\cRYYm` 7R_aVSVPNaR \S >[P\_]\_NaV\[

contains a provision exculpating the Board from monetary liability for breach of
aUR Qbaf \S PN_R)k&)
68 Ct. Ch. R. 56(c).
69

+@@6G<? F% -<F7 *?D>ID$ ,?5%, 1999 WL 64265, at *5 (Del. Ch. Jan. 25, 1999),
488I6, 741 A.2d 16 (Del. 1999) (TABLE).
70 Id. (citing Ct. Ch. R. 56(e)).
71 See, e.g., Desert Equities, Inc. v. Morgan Stanley Leveraged Equity Fund, II,
L.P., 624 A.2d 1199, 1208-*3 %8RY) +33-& %jL5M SNV_Yf ]YRNQRQ PYNVZ \S T\\Q
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B. The Standard of Review and Good Faith

Depending on the facts and circumstances of the case, this Court chooses

among three standards to review director decision-making: the business judgment

rule, enhanced scrutiny, and entire fairness.72 In general, the business judgment

rule applies when a board was independent and disinterested in making a business

decision, enhanced scrutiny applies when there was N[ j\Z[V]_R`R[a `]RPaR_k
73 of

improper interests due to the nature of the situation, and entire fairness applies

when actual conflicts of interest tainted N O\N_Qm` QRPV`V\[-making. A sale of a

company, such as the situation analyzed in Revlon, is a context that raises an

omnipresent specter of improper motives.74 Here, Plaintiffs complain about the

6\N_Qm` P\[QbPa V[ the sale of Novell, a context that makes the business judgment

rule inappropriate. Seven of the nine Novell directors were independent and

disinterested, which makes entire fairness inapt. Thus, the Court applies the

enhanced scrutiny standard of review.

faith/bad faith raises essentially a question of fact which generally cannot be
_R`\YcRQ ) ) ) dVaU\ba SV_`a T_N[aV[T N[ NQR^bNaR \]]\_ab[Vaf S\_ QV`P\cR_f)k&4 Scott
v. Bosari, 1994 WL 02,0+/( Na '2 %8RY) Gb]R_) DPa) ,0( +33.& %jWhen state of
ZV[Q \_ lP\[`PV\b`[R`` N[Q P\[`PVR[PRm V` V[c\YcRQ( P_RQVOVYVaf-a jury
determination-V` \SaR[ PR[a_NY a\ aUR PN`R)k&)
72 See Chen v. Howard-Anderson, 87 A.3d 648, 666-69 (Del. Ch. 2014).
73 Unocal Corp. v. Mesa Petroleum Co., 493 A.2d 946, 954 (Del. 1985).
74 See Revlon, Inc. v. MacAndrews & Forbes Hldgs., Inc., 506 A.2d 173 (Del.
1986). See generally J. Travis Laster, Revlon ,C ' 1D4?64B6 @8 07F<7G& 3;H ,DIC

True and What It Means, 19 Fordham J. Corp. & Fin. L. 5, 11-18 (2013).
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Under enhanced scrutiny, defendants bear the initial burden of showing that

their decision-making process and actions were reasonable.75 Specifically, target

company directors engaged in a merger process Zb`a `U\d jaUNa aURf act[ed]

reasonably to seek the transaction offering the best value reasonably available to

the stockholders)k76 For example, favoring a bidder is not unreasonable per se.

FNaUR_( jN[f SNc\_VaV`Z LQV_RPa\_`M QV`]YNf a\dN_Q ]N_aVPbYN_ OVQQR_` Zb`a OR

justified solely by reference to the objective of maximizing the price the

`a\PXU\YQR_` _RPRVcR S\_ aURV_ `UN_R`)k
77 The Court looks not only to the

reasonableness of QV_RPa\_`m actions, but also to QV_RPa\_`m true motives.78

An analysis of motives is also key to determining whether a fiduciary acted

in bad faith. Directors of a corporation owe fiduciary duties of loyalty and care,79

and Delaware law presumes that the business decisions of a disinterested,

independent board are made in good faith.80 Under 8 Del. C. § 102(b)(7), a

P\_]\_NaV\[m` Pertificate of incorporation may V[PYbQR N j]_\cV`V\[ RYVZV[NaV[T \_

75 Chen, 87 A.3d at 672-73.
76 Id. at 672 (alterations in original) (internal quotation marks omitted).
77

,? B7 2@AAC (@% 1I;@=67BC -<D<9%, 926 A.2d 58, 64 (Del. Ch. 2007).
78 See ,? B7 )@==4B 2;B<8DH 1I;@=67B -<D<9%, 14 A.3d 573, 598 (Del. Ch. 2010)
%jLHMUR P\b_a `RRX` a\ N``b_R Va`RYS aUNa aUR O\N_Q NPaRQ _RN`\[NOYf( V[ aUR `R[`R \S

taking a logical and reasoned approach for the purpose of advancing a proper
objective, and to thereby smoke out mere pretextual justifications for improperly
Z\aVcNaRQ QRPV`V\[`)k&)
79 Wayne CnDH% *>A=C%I 07D% 1HC% F% (@BD<, 2009 WL 2219260, at *10 (Del. Ch.
July 24, 2009), 488I6, 996 A.2d 795 (Del. 2010) (TABLE).
80 White v. Panic, 783 A.2d 543, 552 (Del. 2001).
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limiting the personal liability of a director to the corporation or its stockholders for

Z\[RaN_f QNZNTR`k S\_ O_RNPUR` \S the duty of care, but not for breaches of the

duty of loyalty or bad faith acts.81 However, a claim for failure to act in good faith

often is not easily categorized. The difference between a duty of care violation (to

which Section +*,%O&%1&m` ]_\aRPaV\[ N]]YVR`& and a failure to act in good faith (to

which the protection does not)82 is that a bad faith act jV` ^bNYVaNaVcRYf Z\_R

culpabYR aUN[ T_\`` [RTYVTR[PR)k
83

A failure to act in good faith involves jfiduciary conduct motivated by an

NPabNY V[aR[a a\ Q\ UN_Zk
84

\_ jN P\[`PV\b` QV`_RTN_Q S\_ \[Rm` _R`]\[`VOVYVaVR`)k
85

Prominent examples V[PYbQR dUR[ N SVQbPVN_f jV[aR[aV\[NYYf NPa` with a purpose

other than that of advancing the best interests of the corporation, . . . acts . . . to

violate applicable positive law, or . . . fails to act in the face of a known duty to

NPa)k
86 In a sales process, disinterested and independent directors violate the duty

of loyalty through a failure to act only if aURf jutterly failed to attempt to obtain

81 8 Del. C. § 102(b)(7).
82 To be precise, failure to act in good faith can lead to liability, indirectly, by
qualifying as a breach of the duty of loyalty or changing a standard of review. See
1 R. Franklin Balotti & Jesse A. Finkelstein, The Delaware Law of Corporations
and Business Organizations § 4.17 (3d ed. 2014) (citing Stone v. Ritter, 911 A.2d
362, 369-70 (Del. 2006)).
83 In re Walt Disney Co. Deriv. Litig., 906 A.2d 27, 66 (Del. 2006).
84 Id. at 64.
85 Id. at 66.
86 Id. at 67 (internal quotation marks omitted).
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the best sale price)k
87 Yet even if a director does not act in bad faith by breaching

her duty of loyalty outright, she can still be found to have acted in bad faith if

j]R_`\[NY V[aR_R`a` `U\_a \S ]b_R `RYS-QRNYV[T UNcR V[SYbR[PRQ LUR_M)k
88

This is not a dispute about conduct taken with actual intent to harm Novell, a

violation of positive law, or an utter failure to act. The analysis here centers on

whether the Board acted upon some other motive than of advancing the

P\_]\_NaV\[m` OR`a V[aR_R`a`)
89 Plaintiffs asserting bad faith claims under an

enhanced scrutiny standard of review jcan defeat summary judgment by citing

evidence which . . . supports an inference that the directors made decisions that fell

outside the range of reasonableness for reasons other than the pursuit of the best

value reasonably available.k90 While the Court will view the evidence in the light

most favorable to Plaintiffs and draw reasonablR V[SR_R[PR`( jspeculation about

Z\aVcR` V` [\a R[\bTU)k
91

87 Lyondell Chem. Co. v. Ryan, 970 A.2d 235, 244 (Del. 2009).
88 In re Dollar Thrifty, 14 A.3d at 598. For example, a director can be motivated
Of jUNa_RQ( Yb`a( R[cf( _RcR[TR( ) ) ) `UNZR \_ ]_VQR)k In re RJR Nabisco, Inc.
1I;@=67BC -<D<9%, 1989 WL 7036, at *15 (Del. Ch. Jan. 31, 1989).
89 Plaintiffs have not presented facts to establish a typical duty of loyalty claim.
Whether Defendants violated their duty of care is less clear but inconsequential in
the current context. The narrow issue remaining after the motion to dismiss stage
is whether Defendants were influenced by some improper motive such that they
acted in bad faithi\ba`VQR \S aUR ]_\aRPaV\[ \S C\cRYYm` GRPaV\[ +*,%O&%1&

exculpatory provision.
90 Chen, 87 A.3d at 685.
91 Id.
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C. Did the Board Fail to Act in Good Faith During the Merger Process?

Plaintiffs allege that several Board actions during the sales process fell

outside of the range of reasonableness. They P\Z]YNV[ NO\ba C\cRYYm`

unresponsiveness to GfZ]U\[fm` V[VaVNY Re]_R``V\[ \S V[aR_R`a, requests for a draft

NDA, diligence requests, and an unsolicited October 28 proposal; restrictive NDA

provisions; unfair teaming restrictions; C\cRYYm` failure to inform Symphony about

partial company and patent acquisition proposals; strict deadlines for Symphony

despite multiple renewals of AtaNPUZNaRm` RePYb`VcVaf ]R_V\Q; and <_RR[SVRYQm`

communications with Attachmate. Plaintiffs also contend that, viewing all of these

actions holistically, there could be no explanation other than aUR 6\N_Qm` desire to

URY] Va` jSNc\_RQ OVQQR_( 5aaNPUZNaR.k92 They make analogies to a securities fraud

case93 and a demand futility case94 for the proposition that circumstantial evidence

viewed as a whole can establish the requisite issues of material fact for trial.95

92 See EY`)m D]]m[ Mem. 4.
93 See Tellabs, Inc. v. Makor Issues & Rights, Ltd.( //+ I)G) -*2( -+* %,**1& %jHUR

inquiry is whether all of the facts alleged, taken collectively, give rise to a strong
inference of scienter, not whether any individual allegation, scrutinized in
isolation, meets thaa `aN[QN_Q)k&)
94 See Cal. Pub. Empls.I 07D% 1HC% F% (@E=D7B, 2002 WL 31888343, at *9 (Del. Ch.
8RP) +2( ,**,& %jD[ aUR`R SNPa`( ) ) ) [\[R \S aUR NYYRTNaV\[` `aN[Q` NY\[R ldVaU\ba

Z\_R)m HNXR[ a\TRaUR_( aURf TVcR aUV` 7\b_a _RN`\[ a\ Q\bOa aUNa LQV_RPa\_M

BN[QVT\ V` QV`V[aR_R`aRQ N[Q V[QR]R[QR[a)k&)
95

EY`)m D]]m[ Mem. 30.
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At this stage, there are very few disputed facts, and the Court is asked to find

bad faith by drawing inferences. Some SNPa` `RRZ a_\bOYV[T) HUR 6\N_Qm` SNVYb_R

to provide Symphony with a draft NDA for a few weeks despite repeated requests

and delivery to all of the other bidders, for example, is one fact that might not

appear consistent with the best interests of the corporation and its shareholders.

Furthermore, Plaintiffs have identified several actions that put Symphony at a

disadvantage to Attachmate, if not other bidders. However, an analysis of a bad

faith claim (especially in the enhanced scrutiny context) does not limit itself to the

overt actions of directors. To survive the motion for summary judgment, given the

circumstances of this case, Plaintiffs must support their claims not only with

evidence showing that aUR 6\N_Qm` NPaV\[` were unreasonable but also with

evidence that the board members were motivated by some improper purpose that

makes their conduct culpable.

Given the facts in the record, the Court is content that C\cRYYm` SNVYb_R a\

respond more quickly to Symphonym` various requests, its teaming prohibitions,

and its unrelenting bidding schedule stemmed from a decision that selling the

whole company to a strategic buyeriand Attachmate in particulariwould

maximize value for shareholders. The Board may have adapted its strategy to deal

with subsequent developments, such as patent purchase offers, but nothing about

its responses was unreasonable under enhanced scrutiny. The NDA language
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reasonably addresses confidentiality and other concerns. Notably, Novell did

inform Symphony about the Party B proposal. And when Attachmate confirmed

its bid on September 1, Symphony suggested that it might decrease its price and

chose (albeit temporarily) not to submit another offer. Granting exclusivity, failing

to engage with Symphony during the periods of exclusivity with Attachmate, and

extending that exclusivity were reasonable decisions in light of concerns that a

merger with Attachmate, though at a lower price, was more certain to close.

Finally, Greenfield and other members of the Board state that Greenfield

communicated with Attachmate a\ V[P_RN`R 5aaNPUZNaRm` OVQ ]_VPR N[Q close the

deal. Greenfield discusses his communications and motivation at length in his

March 1, 2013 affidavit. He states tUNa UR NPaRQ ja\ R[UN[PR C\cRYY `a\PXU\YQR_

value, including by convincing the Attachmate Group to increase its proposed

]b_PUN`R ]_VPR)k
96 Defendants have also offered evidence that the other directors

N]]_\cRQ \S <_RR[SVRYQm` RSS\_a` a\ R[TNTR 5aaNPUZNaR)
97 On the motion to

dismiss, the Court left open the question of whether the Board breached its

fiduciary duties by allowing Greenfield to taint the process. While Greenfieldm`

96 Greenfield Aff. ¶ 22.
97 See, e.g., Crandall Aff. ¶¶ 42-./ %j5a N GR]aRZOR_ ,+( ,*+* ZRRaV[T( aUR 6\N_Q

QV`Pb``RQ L<_RR[SVRYQm` N[Q 5aaNPUZNaRm`M _RYNaV\[`UV]`( N[Q QRaR_ZV[RQ . . . , with
Mr. Greenfield not present, that his continued participation in the process would be
OR[RSVPVNY N[Q R[UN[PR aUR NOVYVaf \S aUR 6\N_Q a\ P\[`VQR_ N[Q ]b_`bR C\cRYYm` N[Q

aUR `a\PXU\YQR_m` L`VPM OR`a V[aR_R`a`)k&4 <_RR[SVRYQ 5SS) 9e) 9( Na - %jB_) 7_N[QNYY

noted that, upon his request, Mr. Greenfield has agreed to serve as a channel to
EN_a[R_ 5m` SV[N[PVR_` V[ \_QR_ a\ N`PR_aNV[ EN_a[R_ 5m` YRcRY \S V[aR_R`a)k&)
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connections to certain \S 5aaNPUZNaRm` `UN_RU\YQR_` ZVTUa OR PNb`R S\_ P\[PR_[(

Plaintiffs have not offered facts a\ P\[a_NQVPa 8RSR[QN[a`m RcVQR[PR of reasonable

decisions \_ a\ `U\d aUNa <_RR[SVRYQm` V[aR_R`a` \cR_]\dR_RQ aUR WbQTZR[a \S aUR

seven other independent, disinterested directors.

Although the record shows that Attachmate had advantages that Symphony

did not, affidavits, depositions,98 and contemporaneous Board minutes indicate

P\[PR_[ dVaU GfZ]U\[fm` dVYYV[T[R`` a\ S\YY\d aU_\bTU N[Q 6\N_Q QRYVOR_NaV\[

with input from professional advisors. Delaware law does not require a board to

treat all bidders equally, and Defendants have presented unrebutted evidence

demonstrating that their actions during the sales process were at least within the

realm of reasonableness. Here there was a board that met no fewer than twenty-

five times from the day it announced it was exploring strategic options until the

day it signed the Merger agreement with Attachmate.99 The record shows that the

Board repeatedly sought and considered advice from legal and financial advisors

whose competence has not been questioned.100

Perhaps most importantly, Plaintiffs have not supplied a factual basis for

concluding that the Board acted with improper motives. Plaintiffs have not

98 See, e.g., Crandall Dep. 40, 171.
99 See Proxy 31-44 (describing the meetings).
100 See, e.g., Gardner Aff. Ex. 6 (Aug. 24 minutes); Ex. 7 (Sept. 3 minutes);
Crandall Aff. Ex. K (Sept. 2 minutes); Ex. N (Oct. 29 minutes); Ex. P (Nov. 1
minutes); Ex. Q (Sept. 21 minutes). Under 8 Del. C. § 141(e), a board ZNf _RYf jV[

good faithk \[ ]_\SR``V\[NY NQcVPR S_\Z Re]R_a` Va `RYRPa` dVaU j_RN`\[NOYR PN_R)k
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provided evidence ofior even allegedimaterial conflicts held by a majority of

the members of the Board,101 any members who could have dominated the sales

process,102 or the professional advisors upon which the Board relied.103 Nor have

Plaintiffs offered evidence showing the influence of other improper motives. The

Court acknowledges that when questionable conduct occurs, plaintiffs do not

always have access to evidence to prove bad faith. Nonetheless, Plaintiffs had an

opportunity to engage in discovery that, while limited, allowed them to address the

topic of thR 6\N_Qm` P\[QbPa N[Q Z\aVcRs during the sales process. It is not the

7\b_am` W\O a\ `RP\[Q-guess decisions made by a majority independent Board

which show that its decision-making process and actions were reasonable, though

perhaps imperfect. And, because Plaintiffs do not present facts to question the

motives of a majority of the Boardm` ZRZOR_`, there is no genuine issue of material

fact for trial that the Board acted in bad faith. Even assuming that the Board made

mistakes in the sales process, such mistakes wereiat mostibreaches of the duty

of care, and C\cRYYm` Section 102(b)(7) provision precludes monetary liability, the

only practicable remedy remaining after the Merger closed.

101 See In re Novell( ,*+- KA -,,/0*( Na '1 %jLDM[ aUR ON`V` \S aUR 5ZR[QRQ

7\Z]YNV[a( N ZNW\_Vaf \S aUR 6\N_Q dN` QV`V[aR_R`aRQ N[Q V[QR]R[QR[a)k&)
102 See id. Na '++ %jHUR 5ZR[QRQ 7\Z]YNV[a Q\R` [\a NYYRTR that either Hovsepian
or Greenfield dominated or controlled the remaining disinterested and independent
QV_RPa\_`)k&)
103 See id. Na '+, %jLHMUR 5ZR[QRQ 7\Z]YNV[a Q\R` [\a NQR^bNaRYf NYYRTR aUNa aUR

Board violated its fiduciary duties when it relied upon J.P) B\_TN[m` d\_X)k&)
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IV. CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, no genuine issue of material fact exists with

_R`]RPa a\ EYNV[aVSS`m NYYRTNaV\[` aUNa the Board acted in bad faith, and the

Defendants are entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

An implementing order will be entered.


